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Domain Protection
Protect against domain attacks and infringements globally
In the digital world, your Internet domain is your brand and the portal into your customers’ experience. Domain squatters,
hackers, and scammers know this too, and frequently stage campaigns and attacks to exploit and infringe on your domain and
brand. In some cases, criminals take advantage of the explosion of top-level-domains (TLDs) to find a TLD not currently registered.
In other cases, it’s a typosquatting instance. In both cases, the problem can quickly get out of control for brand protection, fraud
prevention and security teams given the speed with which criminals operate and scope of the attack surface at their disposal.

Domain Protection with Bolster – Your first line of defense
With Bolster Domain Protection, you’ll get immediate peace of mind. Our AI-driven Fraud Prevention platform will actively
monitor your domain assets and scan the Internet for existing and newly registered domains and sites that appear to pose
threats to your digital business and brand.
Using our Domain Protection capabilities, you will be able to catalog and track all domain-related threats in real-time with
easy-to-use dashboarding. The platform will detect look-alike and typosquat domains and will actively monitor these domains
for signs of weaponization. If fake sites or URLs are detected, the platform will scan them in real-time using the platform’s
AI smarts to render a phishing or scam verdict in less than 100 milliseconds with a 1 in 100,000 false-positive rate.

AI-Driven Detection

Continuous Monitoring

Detect domain threats, including look-alike domains &

Monitor active & passive DNS, zone & WHOIS files & SSL

fake sites across 1000+ legacy & new gTLDs & ccTLDs.

certificates & logs to identify changes to threat landscape.

Rich Threat Intelligence/Dashboard

Automatic Takedown Capabilities

Rich data & intuitive dashboards makes it easy

Based on tier selected, perform automatic zero-touch

for brand, fraud & security teams to collaborate

takedowns removing malicious sites in as little as 2

& take action on identified threats.

minutes globally.

NEXT GENERATION

Fraud Prevention Platform

Unmatched threat intelligence at work to monitor
and protect your domains, around the world—all the time
+10B

Threat node graph
relationships

+1B

URLs scanned
to date

+3M

Sites scanned
per day

+100

Data points
collected per scan

+1500

Top-level domains
monitored
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Domain Protection Dashboard
Actionable insights in real time
Bolster Next-Generation Fraud Prevention Platform
1 Configurable widgets graph volume
of look-alike domains and fake sites by
IP address, TLD, geography & more
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2 Detailed, actionable breakdown displayed
for each suspicious domain
3 See URL construction, TLD in use,
registrant info, MX record detection
& more
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4 Real-time phishing & scam detection
reveals risk level and trending status
5 Click to view detailed scan results
based on natural language processing
& computer vision
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Risk: High
Trending: Unchanged
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Protecting Leading Brands Around the World

About
Bolster builds AI/ML technology to protect regular citizens from
bad actors on the internet. Your favorite brands from technology
to eCommerce trust our platform to detect and takedown threats
that might attack their customers, employees, or partners.
Learn more at: www.bolster.ai
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